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Realizing bipedal robotic walking involves complex motion
planning and feedback control synthesis on the high dimen-
sional degrees of freedom of the robot. Unlike other robotic
systems such as robot arms or vehicles, the planning and
control on bipedal robots have to be aware of the problem of
balancing [1], [2] in terms of not falling. To better understand
and solve this problem, our recent work [3]–[7] explore the
idea of dynamics approximation of using simple models to
design stepping controllers for walking realization.

We formulate a discrete step-to-step (S2S) dynamics that
represents the evolution of the horizontal center of mass
(COM) at the pre-impact event. We then formally translate
walking planning and balancing as a discrete feedback control
problem. By constraining the vertical COM and creating
periodic lift-off and touch-down behaviors, we find a linear
S2S dynamics can be used to approximate the actual S2S
dynamics of the robot, which takes step sizes as control inputs.
Desired walking behaviors in terms of pre-impact horizontal
COM states are directly identified on the linear S2S dynamics.

The discrepancy in terms of the model difference between
the robot and the simple model is small and is bounded
in a subset of realizable walking behaviors (with bounded
walking velocities). Stepping controllers that change the step
length and width are thus easily synthesized to realize desired
walking behaviors on 3D bipedal robots. Optimization-based
controllers are then utilized for trajectory tracking to realize
walking on the high-dimensional hybrid dynamical system.
Moreover, once walking is realized on the robot, an improved

S2S dynamics approximation can be directly learned from the
walking data. The model discrepancy is then reduced, and so
is the accuracy in terms of walking velocities.

We demonstrate the S2S dynamics based controller for
realizing periodic walking [3], global trajectory tracking [7],
walking on rough terrains [5], risk-sensitive planning [8], and
robust push-recovery behaviors [6] on 3D bipedal walking
robots. In the future, we will investigate in the integration
of the discrete S2S dynamics based approach with continuous
motion stabilization on robots with complete upper bodies.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the realized walking behaviors: high versatility of changing step frequency, swing foot clearance, step width, and stance height; robustness
of walking that tolerates push disturbances and ground uncertainties; global trajectories tracking that can also avoid obstacles and reject pushes.


